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Astrophysical Jets 

Jets and outflows - common phenomenon in Astrophysical 
process - AGNs , Proto-stars (Low mass and High Mass) ...

Jets are believed to be driven mainly be magnetic processes 

Important driver of turbulence in the ambient medium. 
(ISM)

Also jets & outflows carry excess angular momentum from 
the accreting material. 
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DG Tau : Observer’s View

DG Tau Jet [HST Image]

Parameters
(~ 120 AU from 

disk)

HVC 
(High Velocity 
Component)

LVC
(Low Velocity 
Component)

Jet Velocity 250-300 km/s 180-200 km/s

Azimuthal 
Velocity 10-20 km/s 10-20 km/s

Number Density
(cm^[-3]) >2.5e4 >2.5e4

T[K] 2.50E+04 >1E+04

Baccioti  et al .2002, Coffey et al 2008, Guedel et al 
2008
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M. Güdel et al.: Discovery of a bipolar X-ray jet from the T Tauri star DG Tauri 799

Fig. 1. Chandra ACIS-S images of DG Tau and its jets. North is up and east is to the left. From left to right: a) count image for the 0.6–1.7 keV
range; b) same but smoothed; c) color-coded, smoothed hardness image; d) same but with di!erent color coding (see text for details). Pixel size
is 0.!!492.

of the stellar image) of the centroid position of the DG Tau stel-
lar source. This extraction radius contains approximately 95%
of the power in the PSF (see Chandra Proposers’ Observatory
Guide [POG] v.9)2. Counts from regions attributed to the jets
were extracted from circles with radii of 1.75!! and 2.6!!, o!set
by a few arcseconds to the NE and SW, respectively (see Güdel
et al. 2005, for an illustration).

Spectra were produced for DG Tau, the SW (forward) jet,
and the NE (counter) jet for each observation (using the CIAO
specextract task). We fitted the spectra with simple thermal,
collisional-ionization equilibrium models (vapec) in the XSPEC
software package (version 11.3.1; Arnaud 1996), complemented
with photoelectric absorption models. DG Tau required two ther-
mal models that were each subject to di!erent amounts of ab-
sorption. The two jet sources were fitted jointly (see below). We
fixed all element abundances at values that are typical for T Tauri
stars, as used in the XEST project (Güdel et al. 2007a; Telleschi
et al. 2007a, and references therein)3.

Because the ACIS-S background level is negligible for our
small sources (see below), we took advantage of the C statis-
tic (Cash 1979) for the spectral fits in XSPEC, applied to un-
binned spectra in the energy range of 0.2–7 keV for DG Tau and
0.2–2.2 keV for the jet sources.

4. The X-ray jets of DG Tau

Our X-ray images (Fig. 1) provide clear evidence for both a for-
ward (to the SW) and a counter-jet (to the NE), symmetrically
arranged outside the stellar point-spread function (PSF) out to
distances of about 5!!. This is the first and so far only young-
stellar double X-ray jet that can be followed essentially down to
the star. We now discuss the spatial and spectral results in detail.

4.1. Jet morphology

An X-ray image of the DG Tau environment is shown in Fig. 1a,
with a pixel size of 0.!!492. This image was produced by combin-
ing counts from all four Chandra observations. The jet proper
motion amounts to about 0.!!15–0.!!3 per year (Eislö!el & Mundt
1998 for the 1983–1990 time interval; Dougados et al. 2000 for
1994–1997). If the proper motion was similar during the time
interval of our Chandra observations (2004–2006), then the jet

2 http://cxc.harvard.edu/proposer/POG/html/
3 The adopted abundances are, with respect to the solar photo-

spheric abundances given by Anders & Grevesse (1989): C= 0.45,
N= 0.788, O= 0.426, Ne= 0.832, Mg= 0.263, Al= 0.5, Si= 0.309,
S= 0.417, Ar= 0.55, Ca= 0.195, Fe= 0.195, Ni= 0.195.

features would shift by about one ACIS-S pixel between the ear-
liest and the latest observation; such a shift is not critical given
the size of the jet source (see below). To minimize the exten-
sion of the combined image of the DG Tau stellar PSF due to
slight systematic o!sets between the attitude solutions of the
observations, we determined the stellar centroid coordinates in
each exposure using the CIAO wavdetect task, and then shifted
the centroids to a common coordinate (the maximum shift ap-
plied to one of the exposures was 0.!!42, or less than one pixel).
Also, the standard “pixel randomization” procedure was turned
o! (but was left on for the data sets used for spectral extraction).
Because the boresight coordinates are slightly di!erent for the
di!erent exposures, the data were reprojected to a common tan-
gent point, using the reproject_events task in CIAO.

To suppress background and to emphasize the soft jet
sources, only counts falling within the 0.6–1.7 keV range are
plotted in the figure. There is clear evidence for a jet-like ex-
tension to the SW along a position angle of "225 deg, but
we also find a significant excess of counts in the NE direction
(PA" 45 deg). This is coincident with the jet optical axis, which
for the SW jet has been given as 222 deg (Lavalley et al. 1997),
226 deg (Solf & Böhm 1993), or, depending on individual knots,
217–237 deg (Eislö!el & Mundt 1998). We are not aware of any
background sources in this region that could produce additional
X-ray emission.

Only very few counts from the jet regions fall outside the
"0.6–1.7 keV energy range; we therefore use this range for our
statistics (somewhat di!erent from the energy range 0.4–2.4 keV
used by Güdel et al. 2005). The SW jet contains, within the ex-
traction circle defined here, 7 and 11 counts for the 2004 and
the combined 2005/06 observations, respectively (including one
count in the SW jet at 0.58 keV in ObsID 6409). For the NE jet,
the numbers are 4 and 5 counts, respectively. Based on the 2004
observation, we would have expected to detect, in the 2005/06
observations, a total of 14 counts in the SW jet and 8 counts in
the NE jet, but the di!erences to the actually observed counts are
within about 1! of the uncertainties due to counting statistics,
and are therefore not significant. The combined Chandra expo-
sures thus collected a total of 18 and 9 counts in the SW and the
NE jet, respectively (the nearest counts outside this energy range
were: one count at 0.43 keV in the SW jet of ObsID 4487; and
one count at 2.1 keV in the SW jet of ObsID 6409).

We then estimated potential contamination from the di!use
(sky and detector) background and from the PSF of the bright
stellar DG Tau X-ray source. The di!use background was esti-
mated by extracting counts from a large area in the vicinity of the
DG Tau system and scaling them to the jet extraction areas. We
found the background contribution to be, statistically, 0.6 and
0.3 cts for the SW and the NE jet area, respectively. We modeled
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Launching Winds
 Models for Proto-stellar outflows - Disk Wind (Blandford & 
Payne 1982) , X - wind (Shu 1997)

 Blandford & Payne - Matter is loaded on the field lines from the 
underlying rotating disk and is magneto-centrifugally accelerated 
to Alfven surface and is further collimated by hoop stress.

 Numerical Simulations for Disk winds.

Disk in Domain - Casse & Keppens (2002) , Zanni et al 
(2008) 

Disk As boundary - Ouyed & Pudritz (1997), Fendt (2006) 
etc.
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Things we Don’t 
know Yet!

 What kind of magnetic field strength are present 
in these jets ?

 How do the knots seen in these jets are 
produced ?

 How does cooling in jets affect the flow structure? 

 (Trying to) address these questions with reference 
to data from DG Tau jet.
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What Others have 
Done 

 Jet propagation studies started with seminal paper by 
Norman (1982) and Lind et al (1989).

 Nozzle is treated in a similar manner in all these simulations.

 Top Hat Velocity profile (with and without imposing 
perturbation)

 Pressure profile estimated from the radial balance with 
the toroidal magnetic pressure.

 No rotation at the base.
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MHD Jet 
No. 1, 2000 MHD MODELS OF AXISYMMETRIC PROTOSTELLAR JETS 197

FIG. 2.ÈImages of the logarithm of the density at the !nal time in adiabatic overdense jets with no magnetic panel), and!eldÈb=AdÈ(top
panel) or panel) toroidal !eld. A linear color scale between log n \ 0.97 and 4.32 is used, where n is the particleweakÈb1AdÈ(middle strongÈb1@4Ad È(bottom

number density in cm~3. The maximum density in each case is log n \ 4.05, 4.32, and 3.48, respectively. The initial density of the jet and ambient medium are
and The axes are labeled in units of the initial jet radius ; note only the last 50 of the computation is shown in each case. For typicallog n

j
\ 3 log n

a
\ 2. R

jprotostellar jet parameters, yr and 100 pc.q0 \ 152 R
j
\ 0.08

hydrodynamical jet simulation is directly comparable tob=Cl
the results presented in Stone & Norman (1993 ; 1994) ; the
primary di†erence being the use here of the coronal cooling
curve of Dalgarno & McCray (1972) as opposed to the
nonequilibrium cooling rates used previously.

Unlike the adiabatic jets discussed above, the addition of
a toroidal magnetic !eld to radiatively cooling jets leads to
noticeable di†erences relative to the nonmagnetized b=Cl
simulation. For example, in the jet beam has expandedb1Cl
in width, and the cocoon is much more uniform and smaller
relative to Jet expansion in has resulted in a 50%b=Cl. b1Cl
decrease in the toroidal magnetic !eld strength in the jet
beam. No nose cone is evident in either the or simu-b=Cl b1Cl
lations.

The simulation is strongly inÑuenced by expansionb1@4Cl
of the jet resulting from the nonequilibrium initial con!gu-

ration at the inlet. Figure 6 plots radial pro!les of the
density, axial velocity, temperature, and toroidal magnetic
!eld strength at an axial distance of 68.5 from the jetR

jnozzle in all three simulations. From the !gure, the struc-
ture of the jet can be seen to consist of an expandedb1@4Cl
spine with surrounded by a sheath of thicknessr

j
B 3.5 R

jB3.5 The magnetic pro!le shows an approximate linearR
j
.

increase from the axis to 2 and plateau to 4 withR
j

R
jkG. At the same time, the jet temperature dropsBÕ B 21

from 2000 K on axis to a low of D100 K in the outer
portion of the jet and then jumps up to D2000 K in the
cocoon.

The stronger magnetic !eld along with jet expansion
have resulted in signi!cant morphological changes in jet
and cocoon structure beyond an axial distance of about 70

in At this distance, the jet velocity suddenlyR
j

b1@4Cl .

Blondin et al. 1990; Stone & Hardee 2000 ; Frank et al 1998, 2000 ; De Colle & Raga 2006.
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MHD Jet 
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spine with surrounded by a sheath of thicknessr
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B 3.5 R

jB3.5 The magnetic pro!le shows an approximate linearR
j
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increase from the axis to 2 and plateau to 4 withR
j

R
jkG. At the same time, the jet temperature dropsBÕ B 21

from 2000 K on axis to a low of D100 K in the outer
portion of the jet and then jumps up to D2000 K in the
cocoon.

The stronger magnetic !eld along with jet expansion
have resulted in signi!cant morphological changes in jet
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in At this distance, the jet velocity suddenlyR
j

b1@4Cl .

FIG. 10.ÈImages of the logarithm of for the magnetized jets shown in Fig. 9. A linear color map between and 1.5 is used. TheBÕ log (BÕ/J4n) \ [2
maximum values are 1.22, 1.22, and 1.49, respectively.log (BÕ/J4n) \ 1.37,

FIG. 11.ÈImages of the logarithm of the density at the !nal time for the pulsed jets : magnetic !eldÈ(top panel), toroidalb=P Èno b1PÈequipartition
!eldÈ(middle panel), and toroidal !eldÈ(bottom panel). A linear color scale between log n \ [1.4 and 5.3 is used, where n is the number densityb1@4P Èstrong
in cm~3. The maximum density in each case is log n \ 4.46, 4.65, and 5.29, respectively. The initial density of the jet and ambient medium is andlog n

j
\ 3

respectively. The axes are labeled in units of the initial jet radius ; note the vertical scale is expanded by a factor of 2 for clarity.log n
a
\ 2,

Blondin et al. 1990; Stone & Hardee 2000 ; Frank et al 1998, 2000 ; De Colle & Raga 2006.
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Ambient Medium

ρa, Ta,Ba = 0

Jet Launching
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DG Tau Nozzle
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DG Tau Nozzle
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Numerical Setup
PLUTO Code (Mignone 2007) - MHD Module. 
The equations to solve -

∂ρ

∂t
+ (v.∇)ρ+ ρ∇.v = 0

ρ(
∂v

∂t
+ (v.∇)v) = −∇P− ρ∇Φ+

1

4π
(∇×B)×B

∂B

∂t
= ∇× (v×B)

E = �+
v2

2
+

B2

8πρ

+ Cooling∂

∂t
(ρE) +∇.

�
(ρE)v+ (P+

B2

8π
)v

�
−B(v.B) = −ρv∇Φ
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Numerical Setup 

 Density Contrast = 10

Initial Sonic Mach 
Number = 20

Radius of Jet = 20 AU.
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η = 10,Mini = 20, Rjet = 20AU
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Instabilities

Jet Anatomy

Log(n) at T = 900 

Norman 1982, Frank et al 1998
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Instability in Jets

 Pressure Driven ->  Kelvin - Helmholtz in the 
shear layer between the jet beam and the cocoon.

 Current Driven -> Sausage Instability 
(Axisymmetric, m= 0 mode) and Kink Instability 
(Non-Axisymmetric,m = 1 mode)

 m=0 mode -> Perturbation in the radius of the flux 
loop. Linear analysis criteria (Begelman 1998)

dlnB

dlnr
<

βγ − 2

βγ + 2
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Radiative Cooling 

 Jets cool radiatively as they propagate in the ambient 
medium

 Apply the Simplified Non-equilibrium cooling. 

Additional equation for evolution of neutrals  

Coupled to the Energy Equation 

fn = nHI

nH

∂fn
∂t + v.∇fn = ne [−(cr + ci)fn + cr]

∂(ρ�)
∂t + [...]adv = Sρ�

where [...] contains  the advection terms in energy equation and S is the source
term accounting for thermal losses
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η = 10,Mini = 20, Rjet = 20AU, fn = 0.4
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 The B Field
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Cooling Vs Adiabatic

Jet with cooling 
Log (n) at T = 800

Adiabatic Jet 
Log (n) at T = 900
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Cooling in Jets

  High density at the jet head 

  Thinner cocoon and more KH unstable kinks at the 
interface for the jet beam and the cocoon

 The jet with cooling is propagating faster then the adiabatic 
jet.

 Also the strength of the conical shock is reduced in cooling 
jets due to removal of thermal energy at the shock. - Less 
knotty structure formation.
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Summary & Outlook
Consistently prescribing the nozzle conditions from launching simulations.

Cooling in jets weakens internal shocks. Also less dense knots are formed in the jets 
with cooling.

 Knots formed from internal shocks depend mainly on the pressure ratio between the 
medium and jet. 

  Future Plans - 

Launching Simulations with Cooling and match it to cooling jet propagation

Integrate H   emission maps along the Line of sight.

Also produce synthetic maps in other forbidden lines (SII, OII etc)

α
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